New evidence suggests that consumers have preferences for firms that partake in ESG activities, but they face significant frictions in applying information from disclosures to their preferences and purchases.

Recent research from UChicago economists has shown that corporations are increasingly likely to showcase their good behavior by highlighting their environmental, social, and governance (ESG) activities through disclosures to the public. While evidence suggests investors and jobseekers change their behavior in response to firms’ ESG activities, it is unclear whether consumers use corporate disclosures to inform their purchase decisions. In this paper, the authors study this question, asking which disclosures consumers use, what their underlying motives are, which information frictions they face, and how firm disclosures compare to other information sources.

The authors use a large-scale survey combined with a randomized information experiment to examine how consumers respond to different types of disclosures. They administer the survey experiment in collaboration with Numerator, a large marketing research firm. The authors begin by asking participating consumers a set of descriptive questions about their preferences, information frictions, and information acquisition behaviors. They find the following:

- Survey respondents indicate that ESG activities of the producing company matter, especially working conditions (S) and carbon footprint (E),
Consumers increase their purchase intent when presented with firm-disclosed positive signals about environmental, social, and—to a lesser extent—governance activities. This result is modest in terms of magnitude, but comparable to providing consumers with positive product review information.

Providing links to firms’ ESG reports only impacts the consumers who choose to view them. Consumers with strong ESG preferences, stock portfolios, and/or a general distrust of firms’ ESG disclosures are more likely to view the provided reports. In contrast, there is no significant effect for firms’ financial information, irrespective of whether consumers receive a link to a report or information about (positive or negative) earnings surprises.

Younger and politically liberal consumers and consumers who are financially sophisticated (those who are aware of corporate reporting and engage in retail investing) respond more strongly to the provision of firm-level ESG information.

Although these results provide insights on how firm-disclosed information—if directly delivered—affects purchase intentions, they do not necessarily shed light on how this information maps onto real purchase behavior. In the third and final part of their paper, the authors examine whether and how their randomized information experiment changes actual purchase decisions. They assess data on consumers’ product purchases using the Numerator panel following their experiment, and find the following:

- Social information and viewed ESG reports have a positive effect on consumers’ actual purchase decisions. However, this effect is economically small and vanishes within a few weeks.

- The provided information does not have any meaningful impact on the purchase of other products from the same firm.

To better understand the modest results from this field experiment, the authors then conduct a follow-up survey among the respondents of the original survey. They find the following:

- Although 70% of the 16,350 follow-up respondents recall participating in the original
survey experiment, 65% of these consumers convey that the survey experiment did not change their shopping behavior. When asked why, these respondents primarily point to not remembering the provided information and not having the time to consider firm-level information in product purchase decisions.

- As for the remaining respondents who indicate they did change their behavior, 73% convey that the information provided in the experiment helped them increase their understanding and awareness of product and firm characteristics or improved their purchase planning.

This evidence—from descriptive insights to elicited purchase intentions and real consumption behavior—paints the picture of an average consumer who has preferences for select firm-level characteristics (especially ESG activities), but faces significant frictions in directly applying firm-disclosed information to those preferences and into their everyday product purchases. These results suggest it may be in corporations’ best interests to explore new ways to advertise their ESG activities to consumers.

Figure 2 · Information Sources Used to Make Product Purchases

This figure captures the external information sources participants consider when purchasing a product. The data stem from the question “Which of the following sources of information do you reference when considering purchasing a product? Select all that apply.” The figure captures the percentage of respondents considering a given external information source.

Note: This figure captures the external information sources participants consider when purchasing a product. The data stem from the question “Which of the following sources of information do you reference when considering purchasing a product? Select all that apply.” The figure captures the percentage of respondents considering a given external information source.